Current QoS (quality of service) routing schemes for Polar-orbit 
MA is designed specially for Courier-like constellation. Intuitively, QoSRP-MA is not applicable to Iridium-like network due to the difference in network topology. Moreover, such difference brings about the requirements for not only re-designing the mechanism of QoS routing exploration, but also new routing decision and rerouting strategy. This paper aims at providing end-to-end delay guarantees with low call blocking probability and delay jitter. To this end, probability routing table is updated considering the varying population density as well as the change in the network topology. Subsequently, mobile agent migrates using the probability routing table to explore candidate QoS routing paths. In order to reduce handover frequency, the survival time is utilized to select dataforwarding path from candidate paths. Furthermore, rerouting strategy is considered to deal with ISL handover.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes system model and QoS goal. AQR is elaborated in Section 3. Section 4 gives the performance evaluation of the proposed scheme. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.
System model and QoS Goal

Satellite Constellation and Requirements
Consider Iridium-like satellite constellation in Fig.1 . Each satellite has four ISLs: two intra-plane ISLs and two inter-plane ISLs, expect for the satellites along the counter-rotating seam only have three ISLs. Intra-plane ISLs connect the adjacent satellites in the same plane; meanwhile, Inter-plane ISLs are links to the adjacent satellites in the adjacent orbits. While intra-plane ISLs are maintained all the time, inter-plane ISLs are broken whenever one or two related satellites fly pass polar region boundary and towards the Polar Region. Polar region boundary latitude is typically set to 70 degrees. Furthermore, it is assumed that each satellite is equipped with unique output queue for each ISL. Each satellite has the following components: agent platform, several stationary agents and mobile agents. Each satellite provides agents with a runtime environment, where stationary agents are also deployed. Stationary agents take charge of updating probability routing items and reserving resource. There exist two kinds of mobile agents migrating autonomously among satellites; one called probability routing agent gathers routing information, notifying stationary agents to update routing items by transferring routing information to them, another named QoS mobile agent explores candidate QoS routing paths.
QoS Goal
In this paper, we use residual bandwidth (bw) and delay (de) metrics of the ISL for QoS routing of an application with the requirements for delay D and bandwidth B . Thus, given a connection request with source-destination vertex pair,   , P s d should satisfy the following constraints for an application to begin and progress:
, , This goal is to reduce the delay jitter, call blocking probability and signaling overhead with the two constraints, such as end-to-end delay, bandwidth.
AQR: Agent-based QoS Routing
AQR uses two sets of homogeneous QoS mobile agents: forward agents and backward agents. Moreover, mobile agents make use of high-priority queues to explore candidate QoS routing timely. When call occurs, terminals select access satellite according to maximum remaining coverage time. Then, forward agents launched from ingress satellites migrate autonomously. Forward agents interact with stationary agents, migrating autonomously based on probability routing table. When forward agents arrive at egress satellite, they transform themselves into backward agents. Afterwards, backward agents migrate along the same path but in the opposite direction. On intermediate satellites, backward agents interact with stationary agents, carrying on resource reservation. Hereafter, ingress satellite selects data-forwarding path from these candidate paths. Whenever UDL or ISL handover occurs, rerouting is performed immediately.
AQR description
The AQR (Agent-based QoS Routing) can be described as follows. Step7 If no backward QoS agent migrates back at a given time interval, the call request is rejected. Otherwise, ingress satellite constructs candidate QoS routing paths, then selects data-forwarding path from them according to selection strategy (see subSection 3.4) .
Step1
Step8 Once UDL handover occurs, rerouting starts according to Subsection 3.5. When ISL handover occurs, source terminal immediately starts a round routing procedure to fully re-construct routing paths.
Probability routing table
Each routing item in probability routing table denotes the probability of selecting neighboring satellite as next hop for different destination satellites. Let , j s d p be the probability with which packets on satellite s are delivered to its neighbor satellite j when the destination is d ( s d  ). Then, one is the probability sum of the whole entries in the routing table with the destination d. At regular intervals, probability routing agents are launched from all satellites. Agents migrate autonomously to gather satellite's latitude and ISL delay. Once reaching destinations, agents migrate along the same path but in the opposite direction. On intermediate satellites, agents transfer routing information to stationary agents. Afterwards, stationary agents update routing table for the entries regarding to all satellites between current and destination satellite inclusive. In QoSRP-MA [6] , suppose the path from satellite s to d can be expressed:
Pathcost (t) = ISLDelay (t)+ w ISLDelay (t)+ w ISLDelay (t)

In view of formula (2), path cost is equal to the weighted sum about the related ISL delay. And the weight is designed only considering the traffic requirement for the satellite. That's to say, probability routing table is updated considering only the varying population density on the earth.
However, as mentioned in Section 2, Inter-plane ISLs are deactivated when satellites are above 70 degrees. In order to mitigate packet loss caused by link status change, it should be taken into account how to reduce the traffic load near the polar region boundary. Following OLBR [10] , we set the polar buffer zone which is close to the polar region boundary and towards the Equator. Within the polar buffer zone, inter-plane ISLs are still available.
Indeed, most hot spots are between 0 o and 50 o N [7, 8] . Moreover, the satellites above the Southern Hemisphere face with lighter traffic compared those above the Northern Hemisphere. Therefore, we regard the whole Southern Hemisphere as non-hotspot zone. Based on the population density [7] , we defined three hotspot zones named Eastern Asia and North America, Europe-Middle East in the Northern Hemisphere. Meanwhile, other areas of the Northern Hemisphere are classified into nonhotspot. Geographically, there exist differences among the central latitudes of these hotspot zones. Thus, we divide the Northern Hemisphere into three sub-zones based on the geographical distribution of the hotspot zones. Table1 lists the central latitudes and coverage area of three sub-zones. w has an ever-decreasing trend. On the contrary, ICW exhibits remarkably ever-increasing trend from the polar buffer boundary towards the Pole Regions. As defined by formula (2), Hence, the cost of paths through hotspot zones and polar buffer zone tends to be greater, whereas those through non-hotspot zones tend to be smaller.
Therefore, based on the strategy of path cost calculation and routing table updating, the routes through non-hot spot zones (or excluding inter-plane ISLs within the polar buffer zone) are apt to be used. Consequently, network traffic tends to flow towards non-hot spot and non-polar buffer zones. The behavior achieves both better traffic balancing and lower packet loss ratio. Due to lack of space, the interested reader can refer to [10] to obtain more information of updating probability routing table.
ISL Delay metric
The ISL delay mainly depends on the queue length and propagation delay [10] [11] [12] [13] . To reflect the traffic load and status of network more accurately, the sum of propagation and queueing delays is used as ISL delay metric.
Where PD and QD denote ISL propagation delay and queueing delay, respectively. The propagation delay can be computed in advance due to the predictability of satellite network topology. Two methods including integration method and queueing theory are usually used to calculate the queueing delay. Given the calculation complexity, the queueing theory is adopted to evaluate ISL queueing delays in this paper. According to the M/M/1 queueing model, the mean number of packets in a queue queue Num can be evaluated by 
Where avg P denotes the average packet size, C is ISL bandwidth.
Data-Forwarding Path Selection
In the subsection, we firstly give several definitions about the survival time of ISL path, then design the selection strategy of data-forwarding path. 
Where ui T and ue T denote the survival time of UDLs between source terminal and ingress satellite, between destination terminal and egress satellite, respectively. They are calculated according to maximum remaining coverage time [11] . 
QoS routing path is selected according to the following procedure: 1) If the number of the path, in which rp T is greater than us T , is equal to one, this path is selected as routing path. Otherwise, the path with minimal delay is used.
2) If no path, in which rp T is greater than us T , exists, the path with maximal rp T is used.
Rerouting Strategy
Generally, handover rerouting has three strategies: path truncation, path augmentation and full path re-construction. In this paper, the former two methods are utilized to maintain routing path. Suppose if at time t, one of the ground terminals moves out of the footprint of its access satellite Sat. A new satellite Sat_ with the maximum coverage time is selected as the new access satellite. Instead of computing the new routing path immediately, the path augmentation algorithm is handled by Sat_ as follows:
1) The satellite Sat checks whether it is already on the routing path. If so, the portion of the old path up to Sat_ is deleted and the reserved bandwidth is released. The new routing path starts from Sat_.
2) If Sat_ is not on the routing path, Sat_ dispatches QoS agents to explore the direct link one of the satellites on the path. If a direct link with sufficient bandwidth to support the existing communication is found, the link is augmented to the original routing path. Thus, new routing path is generated.
3) If a direct link between Sat_ and the satellite nodes on the old path with required capacity can not be found, the reserved bandwidth on the old path is released and AQR, namely full path re-construction, is called between Sat_ and the other access satellite.
4) If the ingress and the egress satellites have both been updated, the full path re-construction is also performed between the new ingress and the egress satellites. This is to prevent frequent rerouting attempts due to ISL handover.
Performance Evaluation
Parameter Settings
We use AQR and QoSRP-MA [6] as comparison terms. Compared with QoSRP-MA, AQR considers ISL handover in the Polar Region. Simulation is carried out using NS2 [14] . Traffic inserted into the network was generated by 150 earth stations which were distributed over six continents according to the hot spot scenario. The traffic model is UP_HS in accordance with [7] . Each terminal may have many connections with other terminals. Each connection is leaky bucket constrained packetswitched telephony with ON/OFF model. The duration of connection is exponentially distributed with a mean of 5min. Different connection number is simulated to study the impact of different traffic characteristics. The simulation parameters are presented in Table 2 . 
Performance metrics
As is shown in Fig.2 , the signaling overhead can be expressed in terms of agents' number. It becomes evident from this figure that AQR constitutes a significant improvement on QoSRP-MA. This occurs for the reason that because QoSRP-MA doesn't consider the call interrupt caused by ISL handover, the reroute frequency increases.
In addition, another reason contributes to hop number. One terrestrial source-destination pair is selected, the source is located at (122.3 ,37.9 ) in North America. As illustrated in Fig.3 , QoSRP-MA inevitably consumes more hops due to the load balance over the entire network. Consequently, the failure probability of exploring routing path is higher. As a result, one construction of success QoS routing needs more agents. In contrast, AQR has less handover frequency and higher re-routing success probability due to considering ISL handover. 4 depicts call blocking probability versus new call arrival rate. As expected, AQR outperforms QoSRP-MA, especially for high call arrival rate. This performance is attributable to the fact that AQR selects the path with maximal remaining time as routing path. Such behavior achieves the tradeoff between handover event and load balancing over the entire network. However, QoSRP-MA neglects ISL handover. As a result, the ongoing connection is frequently suspended. 5 shows that a stunning amelioration is observed for high call arrival rate. In particular, for call arrival rate higher than 60, the delay jitter is dropped down by half. This is due to both hops and handover events in AQR are far less than QoSRP-MA. Actually, data packets often have to queue in ISL queue buffer. More hops mean that data packets inevitably undergo dramatically queueing delay variation. Moreover, there is difference between the previous path and re-route path, which also owes to delay jitter. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed agent-based QoS routing (AQR), which operates in LEO satellite IP networks. AQR dispatches mobile agents migrating from ingress satellite towards egress satellite to explore candidate paths. Moreover, probability routing table is updated based on the varying population density as well as the change in the network topology. In order to reduce call interrupt, AQR takes the survival time into account to select data-forwarding path. The network performance has been evaluated in terms of call blocking probability, delay jitter and signaling overhead. AQR exhibits better behavior than the previously proposed scheme. This fact renders it an excellent QoS routing scheme for LEO satellite IP networks. Future work will include modeling agent behaviors to analyze agent number; designing more flexible re-route strategy to further optimize QoS performance. 
